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Introduction
Gold nanostars (GNS) are gold nanoparticles with a core and a variable number of branches protruding from it, typically in a urchin-like shape. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] Some years ago we have introduced seedgrowth syntheses of GNS that use surfactants weakly interacting with the Au surface as directing agents. These are the zwitterionic laurylsulphobetaine [12] [13] (LSB) and non-ionic TritonX-100 (TX100). [14] From these syntheses nice regular shapes are obtained, with GNS featuring 4-6 sharp branches, a valuable feature for optical [15] and SERS [16] sensing. Moreover, GNS from LSB and from TX100 have one or two localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPR), respectively, placed in the near-infrared (NIR) region, that display an efficient photothermal response. [13] [14] In addition, the absorption maxima of these LSPR bands are finely tunable in large wavelength ranges (750-1800 nm), in virtue of the tunability of the aspect ratio of the branches with synthetic conditions. This makes the absorption of such GNS able to match different laser sources. Finally, GNS from LSB and TX100 emit a strong luminescence when excited with the two-photon technique on their LSPR bands [15] and offer straightforward surface functionalization protocols, thanks to the easy replacement of the LSB or TX-100 surfactants weakly adhering to the Au surface. All these features make such particles interesting for a range of bio-medical applications, including in-vivo imaging [17] and photothermal therapy. [18] [19] Large quantities of surfactants are required for GNS syntheses, that are typically carried out in 0.1-0.4M LSB or TX100. The latter surfactant has the additional advantage of a much lower cost with respect to LSB, and this has recently pushed us to focus on GNS obtained from such inexpensive reagent. GNS from TX-100 have relatively large dimensions. They have a regular, flat, 5-branched shape, allowing to define their dimensions with the diameter of the circumference in which they can be inscribed (DCI). The DCI of the GNS synthesized in our previous works varied from 70 to 100 nm, depending on synthetic conditions. [14] Figure 1A shows an example of those GNS at the minimum attainable dimensions, [14] and the corresponding absorption spectrum is displayed in Figure 1C (red). The spectrum shows the typical two NIR LSPR profile of GNS from TX100, with a 'long' band at ∼1300 nm, an 'intermediate' band at ∼ 750 nm, plus a 'short' band (of almost negligible intensity) at ∼520 nm. While the latter is due to the transversal resonant oscillation of the valence electrons of the branches (and to some small spherical by-products), the 'intermediate' and 'long' bands were assigned to resonant longitudinal electrons oscillations along isolated branches ('intermediate' band) and collinear branches ('long' band), [14, 20] with a phenomenon similar to what is observed when gold nanoparticles aggregate and form elongated objects. [21, 22] The 'intermediate' and 'long' band positions fall in the biotransparent window of the NIR (750-900 nm [23] ) and at longest wavelengths (λ > 1110 nm) entering the SWIR (short wavelength IR, λ > 1400 nm), respectively. When in vivo drug delivery, cell imaging and photothermal therapies have to be imagined, cellular uptake of GNS should be considered. Data collected for the somewhat smaller GNS from LSB (tip-to-tip distance = 60-70 nm) † [12, 13] showed that uncoated GNS from LSB were able to enter HeLa cells but they also were proved to be strongly cytotoxic to SH-SY5Y cells, due to the residual double-layer of LSB on their surface. [15, 24] Coating with thiolated polymers containing polyethylene glycol (HS-PEG) allowed complete surfactant removal, producing fully biocompatible GNS from LSB, as we have demonstrated on the SH-SY5Y cell line. [24, 25] Coated GNS from LSB are not significantly internalized in cells, unless when overcoated with cationic polymers capable of membrane disruption, such as PAH (polyallylamine hydrochloride). [25] The size and shape of nanoparticles are parameters strongly affecting their internalization in cells. [26] The 40-50 nm range is typically considered optimal for cell internalization, although this has been shown for gold nanoparticles with a spherical shape. [27, 28] Moreover, spherical gold nanoparticles display a higher cellular uptake than gold nanorods [29, 30] while more complex shapes, such as hexapods, show a higher internalization with respect to gold nanocages and nanorods. [31] This leads to the consideration that when nanoparticles with a given shape are examined for the first time regarding their cellular uptake, the interplaying roles of dimensions and shape bring a high degree of unpredictability. On this background, we decided to work on GNS from TX100 having the shape shown in Figure 1 A, and trying shrinking them to smaller dimensions, bringing their DCI to less than 50 nm, as displayed in Figure 1B . Then, we compared the uptake in SH-SY5Y cells of such smaller, shrunk GNS (named s-GNS) with that of the larger and already described GNS from TX100 (l-GNS), whose interaction with this cell line was never reported before. Additional interest in obtaining smaller GNS is found in the literature reporting that blood circulation of nanoparticles is favoured by dimensions between 10 and 50 nm, as larger ones are removed by the reticuloendothelial system (e.g. by liver and spleen) [32] [33] [34] and smaller particles by the renal system. [35] [36] [37] However, if we work in the perspective of using s-GNS visual tracking by two-photon luminescence (TPL) and of exploiting the s-GNS photothermal response in biological systems, the s-GNS dimensions and their branches aspect ratio have to be such to keep one of their two main LSPRs inside the bio-transparent window. This could be attained in two ways: either i) by reducing all l-GNS dimensions proportionally, thus maintaining in s-GNS an identical branches aspect ratio, or ii) by decreasing the aspect ratio in s-GNS, allowing the 'long' LSPR band to be shifted to the blue enough to enter the bio-transparent window. In this paper, we present a synthesis allowing to obtain shrunk GNS from TX100 with DCI ∼ 40 nm, as displayed in Figure 1B . The aspect ratio of the branches decreases according to hypothesis (ii). The 'intermediate' LSPR band shifts to shorter wavelengths, entering the visible range and merging with the 'short' LSPR band at 500-600 nm, but the 'long' LSPR band shifts so much to the blue to position its maximum at 900-1000 nm, as shown by the green spectrum in Figure 1C . The s-GNS were coated with functional PEG thiols bearing differently charged terminal groups. Their internalization in SH-SY5Y cells and the related cytotoxicity on such cells were studied and compared with that of larger l-GNS, whose interaction with these cells was never reported before.
Materials and methods

Materials.
TritonX-100, Tetrachloroauric acid, Sodium borohydride, Ascorbic acid, Silver Nitrate, 7-mercapto-4-methylcoumarin, ɑ-Methoxy-ω-Mercapto polyethylene glycol MW 2000 (HS-PEG), were all purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used without further purification. Glycerol was purchased from AtsFaar. ɑ-Mercapto-ω-amino polyethylene glycol hydrochloride MW 3000 (HS-PEG-NH 2 ) was purchased from Rapp Polymere.
Syntheses.
Prior to all syntheses, the glassware was pre-treated with aqua regia for 20 min. The acid mixture was then discarded, the glassware was filled with bidistilled water and sonicated for 3 min. The bidistilled watersonication cycle was repated 3 times. After that, glassware was dried in an oven at 120 °C.
l-GNS.
The synthesis was carried out according our already described general approach, [14] under the following conditions. A seed solution was prepared in a 20mL vial. 5mL of HAuCl4 5×10 -4 M in water were added to 5mL of an aqueous solution of TX100 0.1M (final TX100 concentration = 0.05M). The mixture was gently hand-shaken until a pale yellow colour appeared. Then 0.60 mL of an ice-cooled solution of NaBH 4 0.01M in water were added and the mixture was gently hand-shaken. A red-brown colour soon appeared. The seed solution was kept in ice and used within 2 hours. The growth solution was prepared in a 20mL vial. 250µL of AgNO 3 0.004M in water and 5mL of HAuCl 4 0.001M in water were added in this order to 5mL of an aqueous solution of TX100 0.1 M (final TX100 concentration = 0.05M). Then, 200µ L of an aqueous solution of ascorbic acid 0.0788M were added. When the solution became colourless 12µ L of the seed solution were added. The solution was gently hand-shaken, until grey-green colour soon appeared, which then turned to blue. The sample was allowed to equilibrate for 2 hrs at room temperature. These were the colloidal solutions on which all the surface functionalizations were carried out. Inductively Coupled Plasma optical emission spectroscopy analysis (ICP-OES) to determine yield were carried out on ultracentrifuged pellets of these solutions, oxidized with aqua regia, observing ∼ 70 % yield (calculated on the basis of total Au). s-GNS. Shrunk GNS were prepared with an identical procedure, except for the volume of the growth solution and of the added seed solution, that was prepared as described for l-GNS. In particular, in the synthesis that we adopted for the s-GNS used in all characterization and experiments with cells, we added to a 20 mL vial 5.0 mL of bidistilled water containing 0.1M TX100. Then, in sequence, we added 250 µL AgNO 3 0.004 M, 5.0 mL HAuCl 4 0.001M, 200 µ L of an aqueous solution of ascorbic acid 0.0788M and 55 µL of seed solution (final TX100 concentration = 0.05 M). In this preparation both seed and growth solutions have the same Au concentration as for l-GNS, but the seed/growth volume ratio (mL/mL) has increased from 0.012/10 (l-GNS) to 0.055/10 (s-GNS). A violet solution was obtained after equilibration for 2 hrs at room temperature. ICP-OES analysis to determine yield were carried out on ultracentrifuged s-GNS pellets from these solutions, oxidized with aqua regia, observing ∼ 65 % yield (calculated based on total Au).
Coated l-GNS and s-GNS.
Coating with HS-PEG and HS-PEG-NH 2 was carried out according to the described procedure. [14] Briefly, to 10mL of a GNS solution the polymers were added either as solids or from a concentrated aqueous solution, to reach 5×10-5 M concentration. After 2 hours of gentle shaking on a reciprocating stirrer at room temperature, solutions were ultracentrifuged (13000 rpm, 15 min) to eliminate excess PEG and excess TX100. The supernatant was discarded and the obtained pellet was redissolved in 10 mL bidistilled water. The ultracentrifugation/redissolution cycle was repeated two more times to eliminate all the residual TX100.
Methods and Instrumentation
GNS size and Z-potential were measured with a Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS90 instrument, equipped with a dedicated dip-cell electrode for Z-potential measurements, on 1 mL samples of colloidal solutions.
Absorption spectra were measured on a Cary 50 Varian, instrument (180-1100 nm) or on a Cary 6000 instrument (300-1800 nm) in cells with 1 cm or 1 mL optical path.
Ultracentrifugation was carried out with a Hermle Z366 ultracentrifuge.
Quantitative Au analysis to determine yields was carried out using ICP-OES. Pellets of l-GNS or s-GNS obtained by ultracentrifugation of 2.0 mL of growth solution were treated with 400µ L of freshly prepared aqua regia. After the addition of aqua regia immediate oxidation was observed, with decoloration. Each sample was then diluted 1:20 with bidistilled water and analyzed with an ICP-OES OPTIMA 3000 Perkin Elmer instrument.
Conventional Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) imaging was carried out with a Jeol JEM-1200 EXII140 instrument, on pegilated solutions of GNS, diluted 1:10 before casting a drop on copper grids coated with parlodion.
High Resolution TEM (HR-TEM) analyses were carried out at KAUST using a FEI Titan microscope, operating at an acceleration voltage of 300 kV, equipped with an ultra-bright Schottky electron source (FEI X-FEG), a super-twin objective lens and a Gatan 2k×2k CCD camera. Seeds solution was ultracentrifuged once, the supernatant discarded and the pellet redissolved in the same amount of bidistilled water. Grids were prepared by dropcasting after 1:10 dilution. GNS solutions were first coated with PEG-SH as described, then ultracentrifuged, the supernatant discarded and the pellet redissolved in the same volume of bidistilled water. Dropcasting was then carried out on 1:10 diluted solutions. Both seeds and GNS were deposited on copper grids coated with an ultrathin amorphous carbon film.
The photothermal response of the s-GNS solutions was examined when primed by the 800-920 nm output (collimated 1.2 mm waist) of a tunable NIR laser (MaiTai Spectra Physics, CA), working in continuous wave, with 50-400 mW power. Temperature was measured using a ThermaCAM SC 3000 (FLIR Systems) camera (320x240 microbolometers array) operating in the spectral range of 8-9 µm, numerical aperture NA = 0.46 x 0.34. The acquisition frequency is 9 Hz with a sensitivity of 0.1°C and an accuracy of ±0.2°C. For direct measurements of the temperature increase of GNS solution under irradiation, 1 mL solution of s-GNS coated with HS-PEG-NH 2 (10x concentration) was placed in plastic wells (Nunc, Labtek, D) and irradiated by laser. The thermocamera was placed at a distance of 0.5 m from the sample. Temperature was measured until a plateau was reached (typically in 10-15 min). The temperature as a function of time was obtained from a region of interest (ROI) selected on the thermal image and recorded with a dedicated program.
Studies on cells
Cell culture and treatments. SH-SY5Y human neuroblastoma cell line was purchased from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA). The cells were grown in Eagle's minimum essential medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 1% penicillin-streptomycin, L-glutamine (2 mM), nonessential amino acids (1 mM), and sodium pyruvate (1 mM) at 37 °C, in an atmosphere of 5% CO 2 and 95% humidity. [38] Cells were treated for 4, 24 or 48 hrs with different concentrations of l-GNS and s-GNS coated with HS-PEG 2000 and HS-PEG-NH 2 .
MTT assay. Mitochondrial enzymatic activity was estimated by the MTT [3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide] assay (Sigma-Aldrich, Milan, Italy). A cell suspension of 10,000 cells/well in 100 µL culture medium was seeded into 96-well plates. After each treatment with GNS (4, 24 and 48 hrs, with different Au concentration), the medium was substituted with fresh one and then 10 µL of MTT (final concentration equal to 1 mg/mL) was added to each well. After incubation at 37°C for 4 hrs, the formed purple formazan crystals were solubilized in 100 µL of lysis buffer (20% sodium dodecyl sulphate in 50% dimethylformamide) overnight at 37°C. Absorbance values were measured at 595 nm in a microplate reader (SynergyHT, BioTek Instruments, Inc.) and the results expressed as % with respect to the control value (100%).
Two-photon luminescence microscopy and cellular uptake. Cells were processed according to Marchesi et al. [39] with minor modifications. Briefly, cells plated (80,000/well) on glass coverslips (22x22 mm), were treated for 48 hrs with 25 µg/mL of s-GNS and l-GNS coated either with HS-PEG and HS-PEG-NH2. After treatments, cells were washed with Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), fixed for 20 min in 70% ethanol at −20 •C, washed again with PBS and permeabilized for 15 min at room temperature with 0.1% TX100 in PBS. Cells were then washed with PBS and, to visualize the nucleus, stained for DNA for 5 min with a solution of 0.1 µg/ml Hoechst 33342.
Finally, the cells were imaged with a custom-modified two-photon laser scanning system. Two photon excitation at 800 nm was exploited, with an average excitation power of 20 mW, measured before the entrance pupil of the 25x 1.05NA objective (Olympus). The GNS TPL emission was selected by a band-pass filter (Chroma Inc., Brattelboro, VT, HQ535/50) centered at 535 nm, while the fluorescence signal from Hoechst 33342 was discriminated by a 460/20nm band-pass filter (Chroma Inc., Brattelboro, VT, HQ460/20). Images shown in this article are the result of 3 Kalman average scans; 10-14 z planes were acquired along the z axis at 1.0 µm inter-distance.
Internalization of GNS. SH-SY5Y cells plated (300,000/well) on a 6-well plate, were treated for 48 hrs with 25 µg/mL s GNS and l-GNS solutions, coated with HS-PEG and HS-PEG-NH2 (2.9 mL volume added in each well). After treatments, cells were washed 3 times with PBS, and then treated with Cell Lysis Buffer 1X (Cell Signaling) for 5 min to lyse the cells under non-denaturing conditions. The cell lysate was transferred into an eppendorf tube and ultracentrifuged (13000 rpm for 10 min). The pellet was separated from the supernatant and treated with 500 µL of freshly prepared aqua regia. After 16 hrs of incubation at room temperature the samples were diluted to 3 mL with bidistilled water and analyzed for the Au content with ICP-OES. The % of internalized GNS was calculated comparing the Au found by ICP-OES after the described treatment with respect to the total Au introduced in each well.
Results and Discussion
Synthesis. All the synthetic parameters were kept identical for l-GNS and their shrunk version, except for the seeds concentration in the growth solution. The seeds solution was the same for all syntheses, with 2.358×10 -4 M Au concentration. Since we use an excess of NaBH 4 to prepare seeds from [AuCl 4 ] -, we confidently assume that all Au(III) is reduced to elemental gold. The average dimensions of the seeds can be calculated by their HR-TEM imaging. Although the seeds were hard to image due to the presence of an excess of surfactant, which decomposing under the electron beam gave fast rise to an external carbon layer growth which covered the seeds, heavily affecting the final quality of the HR-TEM images, they appear as polycrystalline spherical objects (see ESI S1). From the images, an average 3.6(0.5) nm diameter was determined. By this, using the elemental Au density (19320 kg/m³), the seeds concentration in their solution could be calculated, obtaining 1.64×10 -7 M (i.e. mol of seed nanoparticles/L). It has to be pointed out that this is the same concentration of the gold seeds solutions used in all our previously described syntheses in TX100, which led to l-GNS. We first replicated such syntheses using an already tested set of conditions [14] . The outer, large, tangent dashed circumference is that from which the DCI is calculated Figure 2A , red thick line, displays the absorption spectrum of the product that we obtained in this study, that agrees with our previous literature. Figure 3B displays a TEM image of this l-GNS, while Figure 1C reports also their full 400-1800 nm absorption spectrum (red line), displaying the long LSPR band at 1300 nm. Then we progressively increased the volume of the seeds solution added to the growth one, exploring the 1.97×10 -10 -1.31×10 -9 M seeds concentration range in the growth solution. For sake of visual clarity, Figure 2A displays the absorption spectra obtained for the 1.97×10 -10 -9.02×10 -10 M concentration range and Figure 2B for the 9.02×10 -10 -1.31×10 -9 M range. In Figure 2A , on increasing the seeds concentration in the growth solution the maximum of the intermediate LSPR band shifts from 750 nm (l-GNS, thick red spectrum) to ∼ 650 nm (thick green spectrum), appearing as a shoulder of the LSPR short band (λ max = 542 nm), that increases in intensity. On the other hand, the long LSPR band shifts from the SWIR range to the NIR, entering as expected the biotransparent range. λ max is 1300 nm at 1.97×10 -10 M seeds concentration (l-GNS, red thick spectrum, maximum out of range in Figure 2A ,) and it is found at 970 nm for 9.02×10 -10 M seeds concentration (green thick spectrum). As it can be seen in Figure 2B , further increase of the seeds concentration in the growth solution leads to the further blue shift of the long LSPR band, but with a significant decrease of its intensity, observing its disappearance at high seeds concentrations. To our aims, the best compromise is obtained with 9.02×10 -10 M seeds concentration, green thick spectrum in Figure 2A and 2B. For all the successive experiments and characterizations, we used the nanoparticles synthesized under such conditions, which are the species that we named s-GNS. The TEM image of s-GNS displayed in Figure 3A allows the direct visualization of the effective shrinking of s-GNS with respect to l-GNS ( Figure  3B ). Average DCI is 76 nm and 46 nm for l-GNS and s-GNS, respectively, with a ∼ 40% decrease. The change in the absorption spectrum is due to the decrease of the aspect ratio of the GNS branches (L/W, Figure 3C for L and W definition), changing from 2.5 to 2.0 on passing from l-GNS to s-GNS. Table 1 reports the relevant dimensional parameters for both species (see ESI S2 for full TEM images). The increased absorption of the ∼ 550 nm band in s-GNS with respect to l-GNS can be accounted for counting the undeveloped spherical particles in the TEM images (ESI S2). Data summarized in Table 1 show that the % of spheres increases on increasing the seeds concentration in the growth solution, reaching > 90% at the highest seeds concentration. The seed-growth process is often described as a deposition of Au(0) atoms catalyzed by the seeds addition to a solution in which Au(III) has already been reduced to Au(I) by ascorbic acid. [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] The surfactant acts as a coating and directing agent, adhering preferentially to the highest energy faces of the nanocrystals and allowing Au(0) deposition on the less efficiently coated faces. [13] Increasing the concentration of seeds, with no changes of the Au(I) quantity in the growth solution, is obviously expected to produce more objects with smaller overall dimensions, as the nucleation centres are more abundant for the same quantity of gold to be reduced. However, to explain the aspect ratio decrease of the branches, the relative variation of the dimensional parameters should be considered. The average length of the branches (L, Figure 3C ) changes from 27.8 nm to 15.8 nm from l-GNS to s-GNS, with a 43% decrease. The base width (W, Figure 3C ) changes instead from 11.0 nm to 7.9 nm from l-GNS to s-GNS, with a 28% decrease, that is also the same % decrease of the core diameter (d, Figure 3C ). The data from TEM images reported in Table 1 show also that the core in the s-GNS and the diameter of the undeveloped spheres are much larger than the seeds dimensions (d < 4 nm). Moreover, examination of HR-TEM images (vide infra) reveals a crystalline domain in correspondence of the GNS centre, from which a second different domain grows, from which the branches develop. We can thus hypothesize a fast non selective growth of the cores followed by a slower branches development process, taking place on preferential crystal faces of large spheroidal objects. When the seeds concentration is too large, spheres predominates or are the only obtained product, as they are rapidly formed and consume all the Au(I). As an example (Table 1) , when 1.23×10 -9 M seeds concentration is used, spheroids are 88%, with a 17.3(1.6) nm diameter. In the few formed GNS the aspect ratio is further decreased to 1.7.
TPL and photothermal response. The two-photon excitation spectrum has been recorded by irradiating a s-GNS solution with a femtosecond pulsed laser in the NIR 730-920 nm range and collecting the emission of s-GNS at 480 and 535 nm. As observed for l-GNS [14] and GNS from LSB, [15] the emission intensity increases with wavelength in the examined range (see ESI S3A), following the profile of the absorption spectrum (ESI S3B) that is shown in Figure 2A and B (green thick line). This is in full agreement with the typical behaviour expected for two-photon luminescence from gold nanoparticles, i.e. the intensity of the luminescence emission observed by irradiating at different excitation wavelengths is directly proportional to the LSPR absorbance. [15, 45] The photothermal effect was also investigated by recording thermograms, i.e. measuring T vs time with a thermocamera while irradiating a s-GNS solution with a continuous laser source at different wavelengths (800, 840, 900, 920 nm). We maintained the same laser beam waist (1.2 mm) and changed the power in the 50-400 mW range, at each irradiation wavelength. In all cases, we observed a behaviour similar to what we already reported for GNS both from TX100 [13] and from LSB: [12] a steep T increase turning into a plateau after 400-500 s (see ESI S4A and S4B). As we have recently described for GNS from LSB, [15, 46] [14, 15, 46] , see ESI S4D. The ∆T values measured for s-GNS solutions are consistent with what we have already observed for l-GNS solutions of similar concentration and with analogous laser densities. As an example, irradiation on the maximum absorption of s-GNS (920 nm) gives ∆T ∼8 °C at 100 mW laser power, corresponding to 8.8 W/cm 2 power density. We have observed ∆T ∼8 °C with l-GNS at the same power density. [14] HR-TEM imaging. Prior to dropcasting colloidal solutions on grids for HR-TEM characterization, s-GNS were coated with HS-PEG as described in the Experimental, then ultracentrifuged and redissolved in the same amount of bidistilled water. This procedure is needed to eliminate the excess of TX100, which may deteriorate the grid material (ultracentrifugation of non-pegilated GNS gives pellets that cannot be redissolved). Seeds solution can instead be ultracentrifuged as such, and the pellet was redissolved in the same volume of bidistilled water prior to dropcasting. On the other hand, attempts to coat the seeds with HS-PEG and separate them by ultracentrifugation were unsuccessful. Figure 4A shows the HR-TEM image of one as-synthesized penta-twinned s-GNS. For all the HR-TEM images of GNS, Fourier analysis revealed the reflections expected from the face centered cubic (fcc) crystalline structure of gold. In particular, Fig. 4B displays the magnified HR-TEM of one of the six branches belonging to the penta-twinned GNS, corresponding to the larger and dashed red square reported in panel A. On such a branch, in correspondence of the smaller red square, the filtered 2D-Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was extracted and is reported in upper right panel. Its analysis shows the (111), (200) and (022) lattice sets, having spacing equal to 2.35 Å, 2.03 Å and 1.35 Å, respectively, and corresponding to the [011] zone axis. The arrow indicates the branch growth direction, which was found being the (202) one.
Moreover, as already mentioned in the Results and Discussion Synthesis section, examination of HR-TEM images reveals a crystalline domain in correspondence of the GNS centre, from which a second different domain overgrows, from which the branches develop. The presence of the seed from which the final GNS overgrowth originated could be noticed looking at the central part of HR-TEM image reported in Figure 4A and, for a different value of focus, again in Figure ESI S5 . Here, the images of the GNS appear darker and showing roto-translational moiré fringes that can be ascribed to the superposition of two lattice sets coming from different crystalline structures having the same lattice set spacing. Interaction with SH-SY5Y cells. SH-SY5Y cells present some advantages: they are able to proliferate for long periods in vitro [47] and may be used both in their undifferentiated and differentiated forms. [48] Moreover, they are a valid model for studies that examine neuronal differentiation and metabolism or neurodegenerative disorders. [49] Besides these advantages, we have chosen this cell line for the present study in continuity with our previous researches, in which SH-SY5Y was the reference cell line for the biocompatibility and internalization of a different GNS typology (i.e. GNS from LSB) that however present comparable dimensions and shape as the GNS from TX100 used in this paper. [24, 25] In detail, using LSB instead of TX100 as the directing and protecting surfactant, leads to a mixture of monocrystalline and pentatwinned GNS, with the latter prevailing by far. [12, 13] Such GNS from LSB have a core with 2-5 protruding branches with a maximum tip-to-tip distance in the 60-70 nm length range. † GNS from LSB were coated with neutral, negatively charged and positively charged PEG coatings. With such coatings biocompatibility tests on SH-SY5Y gave 100% surviving fraction in the 1.25-100 µg Au/mL concentration range, for 4, 24 and 48 hrs incubation time. A reduction of viability (surviving fraction = 50-60%) was observed only at 24 and 48 hrs incubation time and 50-100 µg Au/mL when negatively charged GNS were overcoated with PAH (polyallylamine hydrochloride). The presence of the cationic polymer PAH imparted a highly positive Z-potential to GNS from LSB, which led to an increased GNS internalization, resulting in the deformation of the shape of both cell and nucleus, with membrane disruption.
A positive charge promotes the contact and eventually the internalization of nanoparticles with the negatively charged SH-SY5Y cell membrane. [50, 51] On the other hand, in this study we worked on shrunk GNS in order to check the role of small dimensions (DCI< 50 nm) vs large dimensions (DCI ∼ 80 nm) in helping GNS internalization in SH-SY5Y cells. In this context, we decided to examine the viability of SH-SY5Y cells in contact with l-GNS and s-GNS from TX100, using HS-PEG as the reference coating and HS-PEG-NH 2 as a positive coating (being protonated at physiological pH 7.4). The cytotoxic PAH overcoating was avoided and negatively charged coatings not examined. It looks noteworthy highlighting that the coating procedure with either HS-PEG or HS-PEG-NH 2 is followed by three cycles of centrifugation, supernatant discard and pellet redissolution in the starting volume of bidistilled water. This allows to eliminate all the surfactant adhering on GNS during the coating procedure. [13] A further final ultracentrifugation cycle was carried out and the pellet redissolved in bidistilled water in 1/10 of the starting volume, in order to obtain concentrated solutions to be used and diluted in the biological experiments (the Au concentration of the concentrated solutions was determined by ICP-OES quantitative analysis prior to use). Z-potential was measured for both GNS types and coatings, finding slightly negative values for both l-GNS and s-GNS with HS-PEG (see Table 2 ), and positive values at pH 7.5 with HS-PEG-NH 2 coating (+12 and +15 mV for s-GNS and l-GNS at pH 7.5, respectively). A complete picture of the measured Z-potential values is displayed in Table 2 . While significant pH-dependence is observed for HS-PEG-NH 2 coating (as a function of the protonation degree), no variation is observed for the neutral HS-PEG coating.
Viability of SH-SY5Y cells was examined with Au concentrations in the 1.25-100 µg Au/mL range, for 4, 24 and 48 hrs incubation times. The results visually displayed in Figure 5 show that while s-GNS are noncytotoxic at all the examined concentrations and incubation times, while l-GNS might exert a significant cytotoxicity. In the case of l-GNS coated with HS-PEG, a viability reduction to 70-85% is observed at 50 µg Au/mL for 24 and 48 hrs incubation time, while a more evident viability reduction to 48% and 31% is observed at 100 µg Au/mL with 24 hrs and 48 hrs contact time, respectively. At short contact time (4 hrs) no cytotoxicity is observed even at the highest Au concentrations. On the other hand, when using the positively charged HS-PEG-NH 2 coating, a significant reduction in the viability is observed also at 25 µg Au/mL, with larger viability decrease when 50 and 100 µg Au/mL are used (e.g. reaching 60, 39 and 26% at 4, 24 and 48 hrs, respectively, with 100 µg Au/L concentration). Moreover, a larger viability decrease with longer incubation times is generally observed at concentrations ≥ 25 µg Au/mL. The striking difference between s-GNS and l-GNS correlates with TPL images, obtained exploiting the twophoton luminescence of GNS. Exciting with a femtosecond pulsed laser at 800 nm and using a 535 nm band pass filter allows to visualize GNS emission in white colour, while nuclei are in blue colour thanks to the Hoechst 33342 fluorescent dye (see Experimental for details). For TPL imaging SH-SY5Y cells were treated in all cases with a concentration of GNS (25 µg Au/L) and contact time (48 hrs) at which we observed complete surviving except when using l-GNS coated with HS-PEG-NH 2 . The images show a negligible quantity of s-GNS positioned in the cell area, independently on the coating (see Figure 6 A and B). Such a quantity significantly increases for l-GNS coated with HS-PEG ( Figure 6C ) while in the case of l-GNS coated with the protonated, positively charged HS-PEG-NH 2 polymer, we observe a striking increase of the l-GNS in the cells area ( Figure 6D ). The question remains open if the GNS are simply adhering to the membrane, are internalized in the cytoplasm, or are internalized in the nucleus. Examination of single-plane images in our previous work on GNS from LSB indicated that internalization was limited to the cytoplasm and did not occur in the nucleus. [25] Single-plane images of l-GNS coated with HS-PEG and HS-PEG-NH 2 (see ESI S6) suggest that the same holds also in the present work. Moreover, simple adhesion to the SH-SY5Y membrane should be driven by interactions with the external surface of GNS, i.e. by their coating and its charge. In the case of s-GNS and l-GNS coated with HS-PEG-NH 2 , the nanoparticles surface is identical (see Table 2 for Z-potential values) but a very different quantity of GNS is observed in the cell area in Figure  6B and 6D, also in this case suggesting that l-GNS penetrate into the cytoplasm. a Values averaged on 3-5 different measurements, standard deviation in parenthesis; b % value obtained on the basis of the Au found for internalized particles with respect to the total gold added in each well (2 mL at 25 µg Au/mL concentration).
Quantitative determination of Au in cells after incubation of both s-GNS and l-GNS supports what is shown in Figure 6 . Table 2 reports the % values of gold found in cells after 48 hrs incubation with 2 mL of GNS, determined after repeated cell washing, cell lyse, separation of the lysate and oxidation with aqua regia for ICP-OES analysis (see Experimental, "Internalization of GNS" for full details). The highest % values are found for l-GNS coated with HS-PEG-NH 2 (18.4) followed by l-GNS coated with HS-PEG (6.9%). These observations indicate that the larger l-GNS penetrate significantly in SH-SY5Y cells, especially when coated with a positively charged polymer, and that internalization correlates with a decrease of the cells viability.
On the other hand, s-GNS do not enter significantly the cytoplasm of the same cells, both with positive or neutral polymer coating. The investigation of the biological mechanism behind this observation is by far out of the goal of the present research. However, as GNS from LSB have demonstrated to be efficient carriers in delivering siRNA to the nucleus of human breast carcinoma cells, [52] optimization of cytoplasm penetration by GNS from TX100 is by itself a relevant step forward in view of future applications. On the other hand, as we have reported in the introduction, the factors affecting the cellular uptake of nanoparticles, such as shape, dimension, coating, overall charge and, of course, the nature of the considered cellular line [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] combine in an unpredictable way. While for spherical gold nanoparticles a 40-50 nm diameter is considered optimal for cellular uptake, [27, 28] large Au nanohexapods with 60 nm tip-to-tip length and 14 nm branch width were up-taken in MDA-MB-435 cells more efficiently then Au nanorods of 36 nm length and 9 nm width. In this context, the observation that s-GNS (DCI 40 nm) are up-taken by SH-SY5Y cells less than l-GNS (DCI 80 nm) is not surprising.
Conclusions
The increase of the seeds concentration in the growth solution allows to obtain GNS from TX100 that have overall dimensions (DCI) shrunk at ∼ 60 % of those obtained with our already published procedure. Careful examination of the HR-TEM GNS imaging reveals that a crystalline domain forms from the seeds in correspondence of the GNS centre, from which a second different domain grows, where branches develop. The first process is faster, thus consuming a large quantity of Au and leading to GNS with short and large branches. The decreased branches aspect ratio leads in turn to the blue shift of both the NIR LSPR of the GNS. In s-GNS one LSPR reaches the visible range, while the second is still centered in the NIR with λ max = 970 nm and a high absorption also in the biotransparent window. This would in principle allow hyperthermal treatments with s-GNS, as we have demonstrated irradiating their colloidal solutions in the 800-900 nm range and obtaining a strong thermal response. Moreover, the NIR LSPR absorption also allows to obtain a fluorescent signal from s-GNS with the TPL technique, by irradiating in the same range. Thanks to TPL imaging and ICP-OES measurements we have been able to understand that larger GNS (l-GNS) are better internalized in SH-SY5Y cells than s-GNS. The internalization correlates with a decrease in the cells viability. It has to be noticed that the most abundant GNS internalization is observed for nanoparticles with ∼ 80 nm overall dimensions (DCI). Smaller ones (DCI 40-50 nm) are poorly internalized, despite the dimensional interval often indicated in the literature as the optimal one [26] [27] [28] for spherical gold nanoparticls. This observation adds a further indication that dimensions surely play a fundamental role in the nanoparticles/cells take up processes but also that conclusions obtained for a given shape could be useless for nanoparticles of the same material but with a dramatically different shape. [29] [30] [31] 
